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Abstract

This paper formulates an extended H , control
problem for generalized plants having unstable weights
and gives the complete solution to this problem by introducing a new notion of comprehensive stability. The
H, servo and filtering problems are reexamined in the
light of the extended H, control concept.

1 Introduction
We solve the H , control problems for generalized
plants having unstable weights. Such a nonstandard
problem arises in treating the H, servo problem where
weights are chosen to have jw-axis poles and also in
treating the H, filtering and LTR problems for unstable plants, since the plants in these problems are
regarded as weights in the control problem setting.
There are several studies 121, [3] treating unstable
weiehts within a scow of the mixed sensitivity
- ~rohlem.
.
In 141, we solved more general problem with generalized
olants havine both i n ~ uand
t outout unstable weiehts.
However, thzderivatin depended on fulfillment ofcertain technical conditions (CzV = 0 and LIB2 = 0) and
only jw-axis poles were taken into account for the instability. In (51, the same problem was solved without
use of these extra assumptions. However, the necessity
part of the proof was complicated.
For the H, filtering problem, Goodwin et al. [6]
derived a parametrization of all unbiased estimators
which avoided the problem caused by unstable plants.
The result was used in 171, [8] to develop new H, filtering results.
The purpose of this paper are to give a complete
proof to the extended H , control theory and to investigate how the extended I f , control relates with
H, servc-control and filtering. The theory will be d e
veloped by making use of the notion of comprehensive
stability 191 which ensures internal stability of the closed
loop system except for the weights and implies the filter
parametrization derived by Goodwin et al. as a special
case.

-

2 S t a n d a r d H, control

The generalked plant considered is described by:

We restrict Dll to Dl1 = 0 in all sections except this
and next sections. Via the following control law:
u = K(s)Y,

(2)

the control objective is to stabilize the closed loop system (G, K ) composed from G and K in the sense d e
fined later, and to ensure:

Throughout this paper, we assume that D1z is of
full column rank and Dzl is of full row rank, and define
D!~, Df,, D;,, and D& so that they satisfy

When D12 and Dzl are square, we define DA = D and
D:, = 0.
To solve the standard H, control problem where
the stability of (G, K ) corresponds to internal stability,
the following standard msumptwns are normally used:

A l ) (A, Bz) is stabilizable;
A2) G12(s) has no jw-axis invariant zeros,
~c~)c ~ has
,
or equivalently, ( A- B ~ D ~ D:,
no unobservable jw-axis poles.
'B1) ( A ,CZ) is detectable;
B2) Gz1(s) has no jw-axis invariant zeros,
C ~ . has
or equivalently, ( A - B ~ D ~ ~ BID&)
no uncontrollable jw-axis poles.
The following is the well known standard H, control results.
Theorem 1 Suppose Dll = 0 and All, AZ), B l ) and
B2) hold. Then, the standard H, control problem is
solvable ifand only if the following three conditions are
satisfied.

1. The following ARE admits the stabilizing solution X 2 0:
X(A
+x(B~BT

In order to d e h e A, and A, rigorously, express
Ww(s) and W,(s) as:

- B~D;,C~)+ (A - B ~ D ~ ~ C , ) ~(4)X
- BZE;:B;)X
+ cT(D:~)~D:~c~ = 0,

whem Elz = D z D l z By the stabilizing solution, we
menn that the following Ax is stable.

by using minimal realization. Then, we define R, and
A, to be square matrices with the maximal dimensions
satisfying:
&TW = TwAw, Re(Xi(A,)) t 0,
= A J , , Re(X;(A,)) 0,

T,A,
2. The following ARE admits the stabilizing solution Y 2 0:

+
+Y(C?C~ - ~E;,~c,)Y + B~D:,(D:,)~BT

Y(A - B I D ~ ~ C Z (A
) ~- B I D ~ ~ C Z ) Y (6)
= 0,

where Ezl = DzlDZ. By the stabilizing solution, we
mean that the following Ay is stable.

Moreover, when these conditions hold, every H,
contmller is ezpressed by
Km(s) = fi(Mm(s),N(s)),

and N(s) E BH,

(9)

is a free pammeter

3 Comprehensive stability
3.1 Parametrization of controllers
In this paper, as shown in Fig. 1, we will deal
with generalized plants G(s) including input and output weights W,(s) and W,(s) which possibly possess
unstable poles, expressed by &(A,) and Xi(A,), r e
spectively.

Fig.1 I n p u t weight W, a n d o u t p u t weight W,

>

for a full column rank matrix T, and a full row rank
matrix T.
Moreover as in Fig.1, we assume that the weights
are connected directly to the terminals wand z but not
to u and y, respectively, to obtain:

1. Each X;(A,) is a controllable pole of
(A, B1) but is an unstable and uncontrollable pole of (A, Bz);
2. Each X;(A,) is an observable pole of
(A, Cl) but is an unstable and unobservable
pole of (A, Cz).
Under these circumstances, the standard assumptions
Al) and B1) no longer hold and the closed loop system (G, K ) cannot be internally stabilized. However,
since unstable weights are introduced in order to shape
the frequency response of the controller K , what we
need is to stabilize internally the physical closed loop
system (GZ2,K ) discarding the weights, i.e., we require
that K internally stabilizes (G, K ) except for {Xi(A,)}
and {Xi(A,)}. We called this essential stability [41 In
addition to the essential stability, we need
GZw(s)E RHm.
(11)
for the H, norm of G,, to be defined. This means
that {Xi(A,)} and {Xi(A,)} are cancelled by closed
loop zeros when K is designed. These observations
lead to the following two definitions.
Definition 1 [9/ The closed loop system (G, K ) in
Fig. 1 is said to be comprehensively stable when it is
essentially stable, and (I 1 ) holds.
Definition 2 The estended H, contml problem is to
find -a comprehensively stabilizing controller K which
provides (3).
In the remainder of this section, we will develop the
existence condition for the comprehensiyely stabilizing
controller and derive its parametrization. To this end,
Al) and Bl) apparently have to be replaced by the
following conditions:
Al') All unstable and uncontrollable poles
of ( A , B2) are inherited from {Xi(A,)};
Bl') All unstable and unobservable p o l e
of (A,Cz) are inherited from {Xi(A,)};
C1') The eigen-bases of A relative to
{Xi(A,)} and {Xi(A,)} are linearly independent.

The assumption Cl') is introduced to distinguish
{Xi(A,)} from {Xi(A,)} so that Al') ensures {X,(A,)}
being controllable poles of (A. Bz) and 81')guarantees
{Xi(A,)} being observable poles of (A, Cz).
Remember that when A, [or A,] is absent, the assumption Cl') is defined to hold, and Al') [resp. Bl')]
reduces to A1) [resp. Bl)].
Then we have the following fundamental theorem.

constraints and Q must be stable in order to ensure
comprehensive stability.
Substituting K in (16) into (3) leads to
G,,

=f

i ( ~Q)~ ,

(20)

Theorem 2 Suppose that the assumptions A1 '),51'J
and CI ') hold. Then:
1. A comprehensively stabilizing contmller exists if
and only if the following two conditions hold:
1-1. There ezists a fill column mnk matriz V
satisfying

(A - B ~ D ~ , C ~ =
) VVA,,

D:,C~V = 0,

(12)

eq. (20) leads to:

A+BzF

where C is the contmllable space of (A, 52) defined by
C = C:';A'R(B~)
with n = dim(A);
1-2. There ezists afuil row mnk matriz U satisfying

U(A - B ~ D ; , ~=~ A,U,
)
UB~D,: = 0,

where

that satisfies

F = - D ~ c ~ ;+a V~= O ,

-Bz(F+DqC2)
-BQCZ
=
0
A+HCz
C l + DIZF DIZCQ -DIz(F + DQCZ)
BI - BZDQDZI
-BODZI

1

(14)

where 0 is the observable space of (A, C2) defined by
0 = E:~l(A~)~72(@).
2. When the assertion 1 holds, every contmller K
achieving comprehensive stability is given by

Here, F is a ma*

G,,

B2CQ
AQ

(18)

for a parameter m a t r i z o and makes all the eigenvdzes
of A + B 2 F ezcept {Xi(A,)} stable; H is a matriz that
satisfies
H = - B ~ D ; , + ~;uo=o,
(19)
for a parameter matriz 0 and makes all the eigenvalues
of A + HC2 ezcept {Xi(A,)} stable.
R e m a r k 1 1. Ep. (12) and (14) mean that {Xi(A,)}
and {X,(A,)} are invariant zems of Glz(s) and G21(s),
respectively. 2. Eq. (13) and (15) are introduced to
identify {Ai(A,)} and {hi(A,)} being inherited f m m
the poles of the weights. 3. The controller ezpressed
in (1 6) and (17) Is identical to the ordinary stabilizing
controller ezcept for the constmints imposed on F and

H.
Outline of t h e proof of T h e o r e m 2 (Necessity
part) : Since rMz2(s) in (17) is strictly proper, it is
easy to prove that (16) is an invertible map between a
proper K and a proper Q for fixed F and H. Therefore
we will prove that F and H have to satisfy the given

First we examine A, which is embedded in the "A
matrix" of (23). It follows from the assumptions Al')
and C l ' ) that {Xi(A,)} give rise to the only unstable and uncontrollable poles of (A,&). Therefore, the
eigenvalues of A B2F contain these unstable poles
and they cannot be stabilized by choosing H and Q.
On the other hand, since {X;(A,)} are controllable
poles of (A,&), they also are controllable poles of
( A + B2F, Bl - BzDQDzl). Therefore, from the form
of the G,, in (23), we can see that {Xi(A,)} can be
removed from G,, only if they become unobservable
poles of (A BzF, C1 + DlzF) , which is equivalent to
existence of a full column matrix V satisfying:
(CI DlzF)V = 0. (24)
(A + &F)V = VA,,

+

+

+

DA

Multiplication by .9f2and
of the second equation
in (24) with a little algebra leads to (12) and (18). We
omit the proof of (13).
Starting from the canonical form of G,, which will
be obtained by applying the following similarity transformation:

TQ=

[: :]
0 I

0

,

-.

(25)

to (23), we can arrive a t (14), (15) and (19) using duality.
Finally, since all the eigenvalues of the "A matrix"
and {A,(Az)I
.... of G.... in 123)
~
, other than IA,(A,))
must be stable, we can conclude from (23) that
(X;(A+B?F)I
.~ - ., except IXdA,)}, {Xi(A+HGz)> except
{Xi(A,)}, and AQ i r e i l l requked to be stable.

.

(Sufficiency part): The above proof can more or less
be reversed. That is: if F and H satisfy the given

constraints and Aq is stable, we can see from the d e
coupled structure of G,, in (23) that {A,(&)} are
unobservable, { h ( A , ) } are uncontrollable and all the
poles except for these are stable.
In both the necessity and sufficiency parts, we have
used the fact that a can be chosen so that all the eigenvalues of A+B2F are stable, apart from those inherited
from {A;(&)}, and similarly for 0.

3.3 Parametrization of estimators
Let us derive the parameterization of all unbiased
estimators whose output 0 estimates:

3.2 Poles a n d zeros of controller
We shall now examine relations between the unstable poles of the weights and the pole-zero locations for
the controller (16). The conclusions will be used in the
next section for a specific purpose.

We assume that Dzl is of full row rank and the assumptions B1) holds.
When we define the estimation error by:

Corollary 1 Suppose that the assumptions Al'),
E l ' ) and C1') hold, and a comprehensnsively stabilizing
controller ezists. Then;
1. If the additional condition:

the problem is to find a stable estimator K ( s ) which
yields G,, 6 RH,.
For this filtering problem, introduction oE

czv = 0

(26)

is satisfied, K ( s ) in (16) includes {X;(A,)} among its
poles for d l Q E RH,.
2. If the additional condition:
UBz = O
(27)

a s a partial state of the plant:
x = Az Blw, y = Czz

+

+ Dzlw,

+

P = CZ(SI- A ) - ~ B ~D Z ~ ,
L = C i ( s 1 - A)-'Bi + D I ~ ,

(31)

(33)

leads to Fig. 2 as a special configuration of Fig. 1,

is satisfied, K ( s ) in (16) includes {X;(A,)} among its
poles for all Q E RH,.

.

Outline of Proof: It follows from (12),(18) and (26)
that ( A + & F + H C 2 ) V = ( A + B 2 F ) V = V & holds
in (17),which together with other consideration prove
Corollary 1 .
Corollary 2 Suppose that the assumptiom Al'),
8 1 'j and Cl 'j hold, and a comprehensively stabilizing
controller ezists. Then;
1. If the additional condition:

ClV=O

(28)

holds, K ( s ) in (16) includes {Xi(A,)} among its tmmmission zeros for all Q E RH,.
2. If the additional condition:
UBI= o
(29)

U

Fig. 2 H, filtering problem
which has the weights:

( s )=

[ ; ],

sI).

= I,

(34)

with Gzz = 0. Therefore, when the plant is unstable,
the input weight W, becomes umtable. Since Gzz = 0,
the comprehensive stability is equivalent to having a
stable estimator K satisfying G,, E BH,.
Fig. 2 yields the following generalized plant:

holds, K ( s ) in (16) includes {&(A,)} among its t m m mission zeros for all Q E RH,.
Outline of Proof: K i n (16) can be written as K =
Mll +M12Q(1-MZ2Q)-1M2L,
and K bas no unstable
hidden modes. Therefore, if

2
:1,
-.-..

has {Xi(&)} as

its invariant zeros, they are common zeros between Mi1
and M21 which shows that {Xi(A,)} are transmission
zeros of K for all Q E RH,. W
It is easy to confirm that (26) [(27)1 holds when the
weight of the sensitivity function has unstable poles in
the 2-block input [output]-side mixed sensitivity problem 141. Similarly, (28) [(29)]holds when the poles of
the weight of the complementary sensitivity function
has unstable poles in the same control problem.

Since B2 = 0, {X;(Aw)}consist of al!(possibly) unsta= TwAw
ble eigendues of A and this leads to
for some full column rank T,. This implies that the
assumption Al') holds. Absence of A, gives that Cl')
automatically holds. When we choose V = T,,
L2

= 0, F =

- D I ~ c ~= CI,

~ h i c hwas firstly derived in 161.

(36)

4 E x t e n d e d H, problem
As we can see from Remark 1 , (12) and (14) mean
that G ~ z ( s )and G z ~ ( s )have {X;(Aw)} and {X,(A,)}
as their invariant zeros, respectively. Therefore, when
these zeros are on the jw-axis, the existence of the
comprehensively stabilizing controller violate the assumptions A2) and B2) required for the standard H,
control. To get around this difficulty, we introduce the
following conditions instead of A2) and B2).

A2') Each Xi(A,) becomes an invariant
zero of G12(s), i.e., (12) and (13) hold.
However, G12(s) does not have jw-axis invariant zeros except for those possibly inherited from {X;(A,)};
B2') Each Xi(A,) becomes an invariant
zero of Gzl(s), i.e., (14) and (15) hold.
However, Gzl(s) does not have jw-axis invariant zeros except for those possibly inherited from {Xi(A,)}.
Before proceeding further, we recall the notion of quasistabilizing solutions to the ARE'S (4) and (6) 141.
Definition 3 Red symmetrical solution X [or Y/ to
(4) Iresp. (6)/ is ealled a quasi-stabilizing solution if it
satisfies X V = 0 [resp UY = 01 and all the eigenvalues
of Ax [resp. Ayl has negative real parts ezcept for
those inherited fmm {Xi(A,)} [resp. {Xi(A.)}I.
We can prove that the quasi-stabilizing solution is
unique if it exists [4]. Then thesolution to the extended
H, control problem is os follows.
T h e o r e m 3 Suppose that DI1 = 0, and the assumptions A1 'J, A27, 8 1 '), 82') and C1 ') hold. Then:
1. The extended H, control problem has a solution if and only if the ARE'S (4) and (6) admit quaistnbilizing solutions X
0 and Y > 0 , respectively,
such that p(XY) < 1;
2. Every eztended H, controller is ezpressed by
(9)-(10) with the quasi-stabilizing solutions X and Y.

H, control with the help of Goodwin's parametrization which needs a backward calculation of K from Q.
The other one is a direct application of Theorem 3 to
(35). In this case, we can easily check that the assump
tion A2') holds in addition to Al') and B1) and that
X = 0 is the quasistabilizing solution to the ARE (4).
5 Proof of T h e o r e m 3
We will show the outline of the proof using:
EIZ= D;D~~= I,

=D

~ ~ D=;I ~.

(Preparations): We first examine structure of the
quasi-stabilizing solutions X and Y.
First, we choose [12 and V in (12) to make

T = (V,Vz)

(38)

orthogonal and transform
TT(A

- B~D$C~)T

DAClT = (O,r),
with the definitions:

Then we can prove the quasi-stabilizing solution X
is given by the form:
T~XT
= diag(0,Xz) 2 0.
(41)
where Xz is the stabilizing solution to
XzA2

+ ATX2 + Xz(BizB$ - BzzB&)XZ+ rTr= 0.

Similarly, we choose Ul and U in (14) to make

>

Note that when A, [ or A,] is absent, the assump
tions A2') [resp. B2')I reduce to A2) [resp. B2)]. Also,
the quasi-stabilising solution X [ resp. Y] becomes the
stabilizing solution.
This theorem extends our previous results in the
sense that {A;(&)} and {&(A,)} are allowed to have
positive real parts and the restrictive conditions C2V =
0 and UB2 = 0 are not used.
Before giving a complete proof to Theorem 3 , we
will illustrate the use of this theorem in solving two
important problems.
1. The H, servo-controller can be designed based
on Theorem 3 together with Corollary 1[4]. In this
case, {Xi(A,)} and {Xi(A,)} are required to lie on the
jw-axis to give internal models of the reference and/or
disturbance inputs. Mixed sensitivity problem with unstable sensitivity weight is applied to design controller.
2. We have two approaches to solve the H, filtering problem. The first is an application of the standard

orthogonal and transform (14) to:

with the definition:

CIST = (Cii, Cn), CzST = (Czi,Gzz).

(44)

Then we can prove the quasi-stabiliGng solution Y
is given by the form:
(45)
Y = STdiag(yl,O)~> 0,
where Y, is the stabilizing solution to

Y~AT+AIK + Y l ( C ~ C l l- c ~ < c ~ ~ ) Y+6JT
~
= 0.
(Necessity part): We start by deleting the unobservable and uncontrollable modes {X;(A,)} and
{&(A,)} from comprehensively stabilized system GQ
in (21) , with (18) and (19) being assumed.

Then, we consider Q as a new controller to prove
that (4) has to admit the quasi-stabilizingsolution X 2
0.
Using the fact that a in (18) and fl in (19) satisfy

fort&cpe Fz and HI, we apply the similarity transforma
diag(T, ST),
(46)
removing A, and A, as hidden modes,

to &&Then,
we

guarantees the comprehensive stability of (G, K) as
well as G,, E BH,. Therefore, we only have to verify
that, with M m as in (10) but with the quasi-stabilizing
solutions X and Y, there holds:
Mm=M*Rm
(54)
or equivalently
R= = JM-IJ*

As the result. it becomes

which satisfies the standard assumptions A l ) and A2).
Then applying Theorem 1 , the stabilizing solution to
the first ARE can be shown to have the form:
xQ= diag(X2,O) > 0,
(48)
We can also show that application of
(49)
to GQ as a similarity transformation. This leads to a
new GQ which satisfies B1) and B2) with

PQ= diag(0, YI) > 0

(50)

being the stabilizing solution to the second ARE.
Then YQ in the same basis of X Q is represented by:
YQ = TQ~'QTQ=
(51)
Then ~ ( Y Q x Q )< 1yields p(XY) < 1.
(Sufficiency part): Suppose the quasi-stabilizing
0 and Y
0 exist which satisfy
solutions X
p(XY) < 1.
We first show that F and H in Theorem 2 can be
chosen as F, and L, in (lo), that is:
F = F,(i.e. a = -B TX, or F2 = -B&Xz),
H = L,
(i.e. fl = -YCT, or HI = - Y I C ~ ) .

>

>

Then, G,, is represented by G,, = fi(GQ,Q) with
GQ in (47).
Therefore, application of the standard H, result.
Theorem 1 , for GQ, the H, controller is represented
by:
for some Rm calculated from the type of (10).
can
also confirm that Q, E RH, ming the fact GZ2(s)=
0. Then, these arguments with Theorem 2 show that
K ( s ) = fi(M(s), Qrn(s)) = f i ( M * Rrn(s),N(s))
(53)

M,
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